Contamination or improper use may cause fire or explosion or the release of toxic gases. Do not allow product to contact any foreign matter, including other water treatment products, if product is exposed to small amounts of water. It can result in violent and toxic gaseous splatter. Do not add water to this product. Add only into water. Highly corrosive. Causes skin and eye damage. May be fatal if swallowed. Read all precautionary statements and first aid on back panel before use.

FIRST AID: IF IN EYES: Hold open eye and wash slowly and gently with water for at least 15 minutes. Remove contact lenses. If present, after the 1st 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. IF INHALED: Take person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Viscous fluid on gastric lavage may cause upper gastrointestinal tract irritation. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, CALL 911. Here the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS. Danger. Highly corrosive. Causes skin and eye damage. May be fatal if swallowed. May irritate to nose and throat. Do not breathe fumes. Avoid breathing dust and fumes. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Do not mix with other pesticides. Do not mix with any other products. Wear protective clothing and rubber gloves. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reusing. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES: If product is exposed to small amounts of water, it can result in violent and toxic gaseous splatter. Do not add water to this product. Add only into water. Do not allow to become wet or damp before use. Do not mix with other products, including other water treatment products, away from this product. Use only clean dry equipment to dispense this product. Do not use this product in a container or dispersing device that has been used with any other product. Only use vessels that are thoroughly clean and dry. Exposure to heat can cause this product to rapidly decompose, leading to intense fumes, explosion, and the release of toxic gases. Stay out of sight of splatter. This product can increase for interest. Keep away from heat and from flammable material (like a lighted cigarette). ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD: This product is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms.
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instant liquid chlorine

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE..........................75%
OTHER INGREDIENTS......................................................7%
TOTAL..............................................................82%
MINIMUM AVAILABLE CLORHIDE:....75%

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. READ ALL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS BEFORE USE.

SWIMMING POOLS: HOW TO USE: Add the recommended dosage of this product during evening hours while the filter pump is running. When adding this product to your pool, broadcast the product evenly over a wide area in the deepest part of the pool. Use a clean, dry scoop to measure this product. Do not use the scoop for any other purpose. If any granules settle to the bottom of the pool, use brush to disperse. WATER BALANCE: For best product performance, swimmer comfort, and clear crystal water: Maintain pH in the range of 7.2 to 7.6. Maintain total alkalinity in the range of 50 to 120 parts per million (ppm). Maintain calcium hardness above 200 ppm. Use a reliable test kit that measures all these ranges. Use The Swim Pool Care Product to make adjustments. Follow label directions for each product. Do not enter pool until the free available chlorine reaches 1-4 ppm for each of the below noted water treatment applications. ROUTINE CHLORINATION: For best results, use water balance section above before treatment. Throughout the pool season, adjust and maintain pH of 7.2-7.6. Check available chlorine with a suitable test kit. Each 0.2-0.4 ounces of this product will provide approximately 1-4 ppm available chlorine in 500 gallons of water. Maintain these conditions for proper operation by frequent testing with a test kit. Follow "HOW TO USE" directions on this package. FOR UNESTATEMENTED POOLS: Add 0.5 ounces of this product per 10,000 gallons of pool water or as often as needed to maintain the free available chlorine residual 1-4 ppm. Follow "HOW TO USE" directions on this package.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: STORAGE: Keep this product dry in tightly closed container when not in use. Store in cool, dry, well-ventilated area away from heat or open flame. In case of decomposition, leaky container (if possible) and package with large amounts of water to dechlorinate all materials before discarding this container.

DISPOSAL: FOR DISPOSAL OF A CONTAMINATED OR DECOMPOSING PRODUCT SEE EMERGENCY HANDLING. Empty NonRefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling if available. If not, call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unopened product down any indoor or outdoor drain. EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition, do not retain container. Immediately remove container to an open and well-ventilated area by itself. Flood with large amounts of water. Dispose of the container and any remaining contaminated material in an approved landfill area.

Manufactured for: IN THE SWIM® • 302 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE • WEST CHICAGO, IL 60185 • www.intheswim.com • Call to Reorder: 800-268-7544